
A dying warlock melts in a luxury hotel room and releases the demons bound within his body, who terrorize the hotel’s 

seedy night staff. 

Fresh Off the Bus 
The investigators work at the Plimpton, a rundown luxury hotel in a boomtown somewhere in Texas in the early 1950s. All of 

them are unfit for more professional employment and are happy to eke out an existence far from the prying eyes of the law. 

The game’s initial action centers around a carpetbag full of several thousand dollars of ill-gotten money. A pair of Reno gangsters 

is bringing the bag to the Plimpton, where they plan to pass it to a courier from California. Whether from dubious contacts or 

nefarious means, all the investigators know about the money, and all of them want it. 

The Cast 
Morgan Hunter is the accountant, who desperately needs to cover last month’s embezzlements. 
Taylor Knott is the hotel detective, responsible for the guests’ safety. Tortured dreams from the war. 
Mell Spade is the evening bartender and impromptu chef, who owes money to the Reno mob. 
Robin Bishop is the bellhop, a petty thief with a drug habit. 

The Culprits  
Only the primary stats of these culprits are included: feel free 
to invent more on the fly as needed. 

Brook Davis, night desk clerk and novice cultist, he’s 
expecting Oflyn Baharad and hopes to acquire his Crawling 
Ones. STR 60 INT 65 DEX 45 POW 50 HP 9 MP 10 
Brenda Matthews, evening maid, grifter, has a faux bag filled 
with newspapers and is ready to make a switch.  
DEX 65 HP 9 

Oz Chase, alcoholic ex-boxer with stars in his eyes and dust in 
his pockets. STR 70 Brawl 75 HP 12 
Officer William Quinn, cop on the take.  
Firearms 55 Intimidate 55  HP 10 
Logan Gibbs and Russ Higgins, bumbling gangsters. 
STR 50 EDU 25 DEX 25 HP 9 Brawl 60 
Ruth Eckart, mob courier, sexy moll, heartless killer.  
STR 50 DEX 50 Brawl 65 Knives 65 HP 11 
Oflyn Baharad, Hyperborean wizard whose longevity spell 
finally expires. 

Circumstances 
The game begins with the NPCs interacting with the investigators, who live on the hotel’s 6th floor. It is 21:30, Tuesday night. 

Brook (desk clerk) informs Morgan (PC accountant) that the owner still hasn’t gotten last week’s financials, which were due Friday. 

Taylor (PC detective) hasn’t slept in days and Oz’s (ex-boxer) drunken roaring from the room next door isn’t helping. Brenda (maid) 

complains to Mell (PC bartender) that something smells foul on the fifth floor. Quinn (dirty cop) drops by to ask Robin (PC bellhop) 

about some jewelry reported stolen. Play up the noir: the slowly spinning ceiling fans, the black and white setting, the cigarette smoke, 

the shifty eyes. 

Ruth (courier) arrives at 22:00 and wants a room. No luggage, and Brook tells Robin to take Ruth to Room 505. Ruth offers Robin 

money to keep her informed of arrivals, while Oz demands a better room and is willing to brawl to get it. Brook calls Taylor for aid. 

Gangsters arrive at 22:30 carrying a conspicuous-looking carpetbag and get Room 510. After depositing the money upstairs, they 

head for the bar to wait. 

Anyone who sees Brenda enter notices her own carpetbag with a Spot Hidden, and an INT notes its similarity to Gibbs and 

Higgins’. 

Ruth enters lobby bar and orders drink from Mell. No hurry to talk to gangsters. A successful Psych roll reveals Ruth’s put-on 

demeanor—an overt calmness that seems acted. 

Bus pulls up to hotel at 23:30. Oflyn Baharad in long fur coat gets off. Approaches desk, sweating profusely and asks for room. 

Baharad has a strange, unplaceable accent, and almost translucent skin. Brook tells Robin to escort Baharad to Room 610. 

Quin shows up to shake down one of the investigators. One or more. 

Fresh off the bus, Oflyn Baharad dies at 24:00, midnight, the talisman that granted his longevity stolen long before the scenario 

begins, (by other investigators) and he melts with a horrible scream that echoes around the hotel. His body dissolves into the carpet, 

dripping through the ceiling and into the room below (Room 510). Large soggy stain left on carpet. The dripping goo quickly coalesces 

into two Crawling Ones (KRB 286). One heads down the hallway to the elevators, the other smashes through the window and climbs 

around the hotel’s exterior to enter another window. A third slowly grows and stays in the room. 

If the gangsters are in their room—they might be downstairs in the bar or meeting with Ruth in her room—they flee. They leave 

the money behind. 

By now the investigators should be indoctrinated to the fact that the money is everything they’ve staked their dreams on—they go 

for the money despite the monsters and the blazing guns of the mobsters, as do the NPCs. Brook, a junior cultist, wants Oflyn 

Baharad’s spell book and knows a spell to capture a Crawling One. Chaos reigns as everyone makes a snatch and grab for the money. 

The Clues 

• Brook has a spell book hidden in his room.

• Oflyn Baharad has a Mythos Tome that describes how
to destroy the Crawling Ones.
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